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Abstract 
In this thesis, I argue that idols, talent agencies, and fans in K-pop constitute a triangle where idols 

and agencies, agencies and fans, idols and fans each has a double-directional relationship. I look into the 

relationship between agencies and fans, and idols and fans. In Chapter 1, I focus on the mutual effect 

between agencies and fans in the YouTube era and discusses what influence it has on K-pop music. I use 

the notion of “primary” and “secondary” production to talk about how agencies and fans of K-pop 

produce content on YouTube and how their productions are mutually constitutive. I also discuss that 

YouTube provides platform for K-pop and changes the listening experience of K-pop. In Chapter 2, I 

focus on the mutual relationship between idols and fans and reveal the dark side of K-pop which led to 

two tragic suicides. I argue that K-pop creates a fantasy to fulfill young women’s desire. It serves as a 

safe space for female fans to temporarily release their pressure due to the oppression of reality, thus 

sustain the highly stressful reality in a patriarchal society. In the establishment of fantasy, female idols in 

the K-pop industry are shaped to represent perfect images of women and function as the mirror for their 

female fans, thus enabling the fans to obtain a sense of satisfaction. However, the seemingly mutually 

beneficial relationship can be disrupted when “scandals” appear to destabilize that relationship. Whereas 

the agencies can borrow and adopt from fan’s secondary production, the idols’ real-world conducts 

become a site for disdain and disapproval from the fans. The two tragic suicides of K-pop stars point to 

the idols’ unwillingness to maintain this false sense of mutuality, or the fantasy world. It is more than just 

a scandal since by killing themselves, they refuse to participate in the fantasy world. The collapse of the 

fantasy world is a symptom of the larger problem of patriarchy and social hierarchy in South Korean 

society. 
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Introduction  
Since the 1990s, Korean Wave (“Hallyu”) has emerged as a note-worthy cultural phenomenon in 

Asia and elsewhere. The first wave was dominated by Korean films and dramas in the late 1990s and the 

early 2000s which garnered a large viewership, mostly in East and Southeast Asia. The second wave is 

what is called K-pop, a music genre from South Korea that combined various musical styles and morphed 

into its own distinctive genre. Unlike the films and dramas, K-pop has become a global sensation with its 

popularity reaching far beyond the Asian region.  

K-pop, meaning “popular music originating in South Korea and encompassing a variety of styles,”1 

inherently combines different cultural elements. The development of modern K-pop starts with the debut 

of the legendary trio Seo Taiji and Boys in 1992. Through their “innovative hybridization of music” 

(Shim 36), integrating rap that addresses social issues, pop-style chorus and choreography that is easy to 

memorize and follow, as well as the colorful and youthful costumes, Seo Taiji and Boys became a huge 

success. Following their success, the Korean music industry made a revolutionary change from the 

traditional ballad songs to the vibrant modern K-pop. Also, two notable characteristics of K-pop inherited 

from Seo Taiji and Boys are the formation of a multiple-person group and the division between boy and 

girl groups.2 

 
1 “Definition of K-pop by Merriam-Webster,” Merriam-Webster,  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/K-
pop. Accessed March 29, 2020.  
2 Idol (아이돌) refers to a K-pop artist with a dedicated fanbase. Idols have undergone extensive training in singing 
and dancing and work in K-pop industry. Usually, in order to take up a market as much as possible, idols are in 
forms of groups. “Korean Idol,” Wikipedia,Febrary 23, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_idol. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
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Figure 1: Seo Taeji and Boys3 

From 1995 to 1997, “three major companies” in the Korean entertainment industry—SM 

Entertainment, YG Entertainment, and JYP Entertainment—were established by Lee Soo-man, Yang 

Hyun-suk and Park Jin-young respectively, all of whom were deeply influenced by American music 

genres. Also influenced by the Japanese idol industry, these three major companies, as well as other 

smaller-scale companies, created a complete system that cultivated young talents into idols and promoted 

idol groups. Thus, the first generation of K-pop idol groups attracted huge public attention such as H.O.T, 

Sechs Kies, Shinhwa, S.E.S and Fin K.L.4 In particular, the unprecedented success of H.O.T, both at 

 
3 “Seo Taiji and Boys.” Wikipedia, March 3, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seo_Taiji_and_Boys. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
4 Jeremy Mersereau. “A Brief History of K-Pop.” A.Side, June 14, 2017, https://ontheaside.com/music/a-brief-
history-of-k-pop/. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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home and abroad, marks the large-scale popularity of K-pop idol culture and the emergence of “Hallyu 

(Korean Wave)” in Asia.  

In the first decade of the 21st century, K-pop continuously expanded its global influence. Starting 

from the H.O.T concert in China and the success of BoA in Japan, K-pop gradually opened up the Asian 

market. BoA’s No.1 ranking on Japanese Oricon music chart,5 Rain’s solo concert in China,6 TVXQ’s 

reputation among East and Southeast Asia, as well as the rise of several idol groups such as Super Junior, 

Big Bang, Wonder Girls, Girls’ Generation, marked the K-pop dominance in the Asian pop music market. 

Many idol groups held fan meetings and concerts in Bangkok, Jakarta, and Manila, and the fan-filmed 

videos of these events spread online which further expands K-pop’s influence. 

At the same time, K-pop industry kept making efforts to break into European and American markets. 

In 2008, solo singer BoA made her debut in the U.S., but did not achieve as much success as expected.7 

Similarly, in 2009, Wonder Girls, known as “the national girl group” in South Korea, started their two-

year journey in America, but they ended up with the members disbanding and the decline in their careers 

at home.8  

 
5 “The first Video on MTV K: Boa ‘My Name’.” MTV K News, June 26, 2006 
https://web.archive.org/web/20060705043754/http://www.mtvk.com/news/story.jhtml?id=1535149. Accessed March 
29, 2020. 
6 “S.Korean star "Rain" to hold Beijing concert.” China Daily, September 19, 2015, 
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-09/19/content_477742.htm. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
7 “BoA Plans Debut in US.” The Korean Times, September 2, 2009, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20080917140639/http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/special/2008/09/178_30413.
html. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
8 “Wonder Girls make their American debut.” Korea.net, 
http://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Society/view?articleId=74977, accessed April 28, 2019, link no longer available. 
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Figure 2: BoA9 

Even though several early attempts by K-pop artists to enter the mainstream music market ended in 

vain, K-pop gradually gained popularity among overseas audiences. Since 2010, SMTOWN World Tour10 

series traveled to cities not only from Asian countries like China, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore,11 and 

Thailand, but also covered cities like Los Angeles, New York, Paris, Dubai12 and Santiago.13 K-pop now 

 
9 SMTOWN. “Gallery: Starry Light.” BoA Official Website, http://boa.smtown.com. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
10 길혜성, “보아·슈주·소시 SM 가수들, 8·9 월 대규모 월드투어.” Star News, July 2, 2010, 
http://star.mt.co.kr/stview.php?no=2010070208014289187&outlink=1&ref=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
11 SGXCLUSIVE. “SMTOWN Live Tour III in Singapore to be held on 23 November 2012.” X-Clusive, September 
12, 2012, http://x-clusive.sg/2012/09/smtown-live-tour-iii-in-singapore-to-be-held-on-23-november-2012/. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
12 Lim, J. “SM Entertainment To Hold “SMTOWN LIVE” Concert In Dubai This April.” Soompi, February 15,2018, 
https://www.soompi.com/article/1125393wpp/sm-entertainment-hold-smtown-live-concert-dubai-april. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
13 Kim, Hye-soo. “[K-talk] S.M. Entertainment to hold SMTown Live in Santiago.” The Korea Herald, January 3, 
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has a growing international fandom. Through this process, more international collaboration surrounding 

K-pop, such as the widespread cooperation between K-pop stars and American-based choreographers, 

caught public attention.  

In 2012, Psy’s “Gangnam Style” became the first K-pop video14 that achieved 1 million views on 

YouTube,15 which marked the first time that K-pop attracted attention from the mainstream music market 

in North America. Since then, K-pop music videos have become a global cultural phenomenon on 

YouTube. At present, Psy’s Gangnam Style has achieved 3.5 billion views on YouTube which maintains 

its first place among all K-pop videos.16 Following Psy’s success, many groups of K-pop artists have 

achieved high visibility and viewership on YouTube. As of November 2019, over seventy K-pop music 

videos have achieved 100 million views, involving more than 20 idol groups and solo singers.17 Among 

 
2019, http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20190103000542. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
14 It is not unanimously accepted that Psy is a strictly K-pop artist/idol, and his popularity because of “Gangnam 
Style” is unpredictable. Hyunjoon Shin argues that Psy does not fit into the music genre of K-pop. Shin, Hyunjoon, 
and Lee, Seung-Ah, ed. Made in Korea: Studies in Popular Music. New York, NY; Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 
2017. The music video of “Gangnam Style” went through viral spread in 2012 and reached an unprecedented 
milestone of 1 billion YouTube views on December 21, 2012.  “Gangnam Style.” Wikipedia, March 20, 2020, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gangnam_Style. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
15 “Gangnam Style hits one billion views on YouTube.” BBC, December 21, 2012, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-20812870. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
16 “PSY - GANGNAM STYLE(강남스타일) M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by officialpsy, July 15, 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bZkp7q19f0. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
17 Search “kpop m/v” on YouTube, use the filter “sorted by view count.” 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=kpop+m%2Fv&sp=CAM%253D. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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all of these artists, several idol groups debuted after 2012, such as EXO, BTS, TWICE, and 

BLACKPINK, constantly breaking their own records of viewing count. 

 

Figure 3: Psy18 

As a result of K-pop’s phenomenal success online, K-pop production companies persistently make 

efforts to change the marginalized position in Euro-American markets. Several K-pop starts gradually 

tried to open up global market in the recent years through social media. On the one hand, idol groups 

from the three major companies, such as EXO, GOT7, Red Velvet, TWICE, NCT, BLACKPINK, Stray 

Kids and Itzy, have expanded their influence based on their branding effect in the local market. On the 

other hand, some outstanding idol groups from small agencies, such as BTS, ATEEZ, and LOONA, have 

broken into global market and in turn have opened the domestic market. In addition, influential television 

 
18 Jeon, Han. “PSY_EMTV_logo_27, 2012 EMTV Award, PSY won ‘Best Music Video' Award by’ Gangnam 
Style.” Korea.net, November 11, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/koreanet/8198008711/. Accessed March 29, 
2020. 
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stations also start to participate in the fierce competition in the idol industry. I.O.I, Wanna One, IZ*ONE, 

and X1, which are idol groups from reality shows, become a huge success in domestic and international 

markets. Seeing the strong popularity of idols at home and abroad, Mnet has held KCON annually around 

the world in Tokyo, Bangkok, Los Angeles, New York, and Paris since 2012.19 

 

Figure 4: BTS20 

Even though K-pop has gained a large international fandom in recent years, it has not been 

recognized by the mainstream America-leading music market. It was not until when the boy band BTS 

won the 2017 Billboard Music Awards that K-pop achieved its first success in breaking into the American 

 
19 KCON is “the world’s largest fan celebration of Korean culture and music” held by Mnet, the television station in 
South Korea which produce several influential K-pop programs. In KCON, the most important event is two K-pop 
concerts “featuring K-Pop legends alongside the hottest rookies in the industry.” In addition, there are panels, expos, 
artist engagement events, fan club activities to invite fans to “explore K-Pop, K-Beauty, K-Food and beyond.” 
“About U.,” KCON USA, http://www.kconusa.com/about-us/. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
20 Big Hit Entertainment. “BTS Profile.” BTS Official Website. https://ibighit.com/bts/chn/profile/index.php. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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music market21 BTS has become the most successful K-pop star ever in the American and European 

market. In 2018, BTS became the first K-pop and Asian idol group to reach No. 1 on the Billboard 200.22 

In earlier 2019, BTS became the first K-pop and Asian artist to sell out 90,000 tickets at Wembley 

Stadium.23 Marked by BTS’ historic success, K-pop has managed to break into the mainstream global 

market. 

BTS is no doubt the most successful idol group thus far in the brief K-pop history. This group has an 

enormous fandom which breaks the racial barrier and consists of people from all over the world, 

especially from the U.S. However, BTS’s success in the west-leading music market, like many popular 

cultural phenomena, is unpredictable and can be rarely duplicated. Unlike BoA and Wonder Girls, who 

are represented by SM Entertainment and JYP Entertainment, BTS comes from a small agency Big Hit 

Entertainment which does not have the resources to support a well-prepared debut in the U.S. However, it 

is BTS, rather than BoA and Wonder Girls, that became a sensation and achieved an unprecedented 

success worldwide. I cannot help but wonder: Why does BTS, rather than the female idols, become 

globally successful? How do we explain the popularity of BTS at this historical moment? 

A CNN report attributes the success of BTS to social media. Big Hit Entertainment utilizes a social 

media strategy by creating “an intimacy” between the idol and fans through Twitter and YouTube.24 Fans 

participate in streaming songs and music videos and retweeting contents on Twitter to maximize the times 

of steaming and retweeting, therefore amplifying the popularity of BTS. In other words, the agency and 

fans collaborate to establish the success of BTS through the use of social media.  

 
21 Liu, Marian. “Bigger than Bieber? K-pop group BTS beats US stars to win Billboard Music Award.” CNN, May 
22, 2017, https://www.cnn.com/2017/05/22/entertainment/k-pop-bts-billboard-music-awards/index.html. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
22 Caulfield, Keith. “BTS Scores Second No. 1 Album on Billboard 200 Chart With 'Love Yourself: Answer'.” CNN, 
September 2, 2018, https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/chart-beat/8473245/bts-love-yourself-answer-
album-debuts-No1-billboard-200-chart. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
23 Kelley, Caitlin. “BTS Sold Out U.S. And European Dates, Added New Show to Upcoming World Tour.” Forbes, 
March 2, 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/caitlinkelley/2019/03/02/bts-sold-out-america-europe-world-tour-love-
yourself/#789beed95af3. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
24 Seo, Yoonjung, and Hollingsworth, Julia. “BTS' army of admirers: Inside one of the world's most powerful 
fandoms,” CNN, October 12, 2019, https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/12/asia/bts-fandom-army-intl-hnk/index.html. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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Meanwhile, contrary to BoA and Wonder Girls, who made their efforts in simulating assumed 

American cultural preference, BTS and Big Hit Entertainment do not emphasize the difference between 

domestic and international markets by creating cross-cultural contents that are easily acceptable and 

consumed globally. However, since cultural meanings are not predetermined but are produced at the site 

of consumption, we need to ask: What do fans consume? What cultural meaning is produced through 

consumption?  

In order to answer these questions, I analyze the relationship among idols, agencies, and fans. As is 

illustrated by Psy and BTS’ case, technology and social media, such as YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram, 

play an important role in the popularity of current K-pop stars. Technology enables and requires K-pop 

agencies and idols to produce high-quality contents for fans to consume, such as music videos on 

YouTube and the photos on Instagram. Social media allow idols, agencies, and fans to post and circulate 

contents and expand the influence of K-pop. Agencies and idols post photos and event notices on 

Instagram and Twitter for fans to repost, thus distributing the contents for more people to consume. In 

short, technology and social media are important in the production, distribution, and consumption of K-

pop.  

When looking at K-pop contents on social media, I notice that the boy and girl groups are clearly 

divided, and their contents receive different comments. Boy groups, such as BTS, receive highly positive 

comments on their talents and appearance. For girl groups, even though they also receive positive 

comments, they are more likely to receive negative comments regarding their appearance and body shape, 

the worst of which is body-shaming. Therefore, I wonder what causes the difference of comments 

between boy and girl groups and what this difference reveals.  

Based on the above concerns, I develop this thesis in two chapters, in both of which I take the 

perspective of technology and social media to analyze the dynamic relationship among idols, agencies 

and fans. In Chapter 1, I focus on the mutual benefit between agencies and fans in the YouTube era. I 

analyze how agencies and fans collaborate to establish the success of K-pop boy groups. Contrary to the 

prosperous and bright K-pop in Chapter 1, in Chapter 2 I focus on the dark side of K-pop. I look at the 
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relationship between female representations in K-pop and fan backlash against their female idols, which 

leads to two tragedies in K-pop industry. 
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Chapter 1: Who Makes K-pop? Primary and Secondary Production of 

K-pop 
The production and consumption of K-pop are closely related. In this chapter, I examine the 

production of the globally influential K-pop. I argue that Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s theory 

of culture industry is not sufficient for explaining the production-consumption model of K-pop in the 

YouTube era. Instead, I borrow Michel de Certeau’s notion of “secondary” production as a corrective to 

the marginalization if not denigration of consumption in the culture industry thesis. I use the notion of 

“primary” and “secondary” production to analyze how agencies and fans of K-pop produce content on 

YouTube and how their productions are mutually constitutive. I also examine how YouTube provides a 

platform for K-pop consumption that alters the listening experience of K-pop.  

 

 

Production	Revisited	
The popularity of K-pop has garnered much attention from academia. Many scholarly works have 

been done from various disciplines to analyze the reasons why K-pop has achieved global success. 

Among the various researches on K-pop, a large number of them study from the perspective of 

consumption and production. Fandom studies focus on the participation of international fans who relate to 

certain elements in K-pop in order to construct their own identities. For example, David Oh argues that 

fans outside South Korea enjoy K-pop as “the Korean Other” (Oh 2279), construct a middle space 

between global and local through their production of own texts (2272), and establish fan identities 

“unbound to the hegemonic meanings in their local spaces” (2275).  

Sociology scholars posit K-pop’s consumption in South Korea and overseas countries in the context 

of globalization. Jung Bong Choi and Roald Maliangkay view K-pop as part of “Asian Culture” which 

becomes global in the post-colonial world (Choi & Maliangkay 2). They also examine K-pop as part of 
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South Korean’s soft power, studying how popular culture from a “marginal” country in the post-Cold War 

world order is accepted globally (3). Michael Fuhr places K-pop in the transnational flows and 

asymmetrical relations to understand how K-Pop is utilized and connected to strategies of (trans-)national 

identity construction into the dynamics of cultural globalization (Fuhr 26). 

In addition, several academic works analyze gender relations in K-pop industry, arguing that 

masculinity and femininity are managed and commodified by capital to cater to local and international 

fans. For example, by studying the popularity of masculine male idols in Asia, Sun Jung argues that South 

Korean masculinity is multifariously reconstructed and re-identified based on the ambivalent desires of 

audiences who mobilize mixed cultural practices (Jung 4). Gooyong Kim’s study on the transition from 

factory girl to K-pop girl group member reveals “how Korea’s preexisting conditions, Confucian 

patriarchy and developmentalism, have been an integral part of the genre’s proliferation on the one hand, 

and in turn, investigates how the music has been an integral part of Korea’s growing neoliberalization by 

its biopolitical functionality” (Kim xxxi). 

In these studies, questions are often raised about the meaning of “K” in K-pop. In addition to the 

initial impression of “Korea” or “Koreanness,” “K” in K-pop can also be construed as representing 

“kommodification” and “kapital.” These meanings are better grasped from the production aspect of the 

circulation of “K”-pop in national, regional and global scales. In particular, academic works from the 

perspective of production could open up spaces for discussing how “Koreanness,” “Kapital” and 

“Kommodification” are interlinked and manufactured by talent agents, fans, academics and others to 

produce a totality of “K”-pop circulation and consumption system. In addition to the meaning of “K” in 

K-pop, the study of K-pop production is required in that there is backlash against K-pop production, 

which is important but understudied. The production is not monolithic, but few scholarly works address 

this. To look into this backlash, it is necessary to first revisit Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s 

critique of culture industry. 

In “The Culture Industry,” Adorno and Horkheimer criticize the marketization and commodification 

of culture. In the culture industry, art, which has irreplaceable individuality, uniqueness, and originality, is 
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reduced to cultural product, which is “nothing other than style” (Adorno and Horkheimer 104) and has 

“the unending sameness” (106). By producing these cultural products, the culture industry replaces the 

consumers’ pain with produced desire, forces its consumers to feel pleased with their satisfied desire 

(112), and “endlessly cheats its consumers” out of its promises (111). In this way, the culture industry 

dominates its consumers and makes them obey social hierarchy (104). Accordingly, the production-

consumption model in the culture industry is unidirectional, where consumption has no choice but to 

yield to production. More importantly, the culture industry theory completely maligns the consumers, as 

if they are “duped” by the industry and have no agency. 

K-pop industry is no doubt a culture industry that largely fits into Adorno and Horkheimer’s theory. 

It provides a large number of similar products for consumers, such as the various idol groups. In 2014, 45 

idol groups and 17 solo singers debuted and competed with the already saturated K-pop singers in the 

market.1 The number of debuting idols every year in the 2010s is similar to that of 2014 which 

underscores both the opportunity and competitiveness of the K-pop industry. Due to the fierce 

competition of the highly homogeneous products provided by K-pop industry, only few artists could 

survive the market and be profitable.  

K-pop industry also endlessly generates consumers’ desire by producing different images of the same 

idol group. Take the successful girl group Girls’ Generation as an example. This group follows a typical 

trajectory of a girl group that they debut with a pure girl image,2 and gradually transform into a mature, 

sometimes sexy women image.3 In this way, one group could endlessly foster new desire for their fans so 

that the fans could keep consuming.  

Applying the above strategies, the K-pop industry, especially the three major companies, has a huge 

impact on the consumers and keeps the consumers loyal to their products. They produce, satisfy, and 

 
1 “2014 in South Korea Music.” Wikipedia, March 23, 2020, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_in_South_Korean_music. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
2 “Girls' Generation 소녀시대 'Kissing You' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, June 2, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3yxxe66LXs. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
3 “Girls' Generation 소녀시대 'You Think' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, August 18, 2015, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJYGddE0vHc. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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reproduce consumers’ desires by constantly providing similar but also innovative products, which 

corroborates Adorno and Horkheimer’s theory. However, contrary to the uni-directional production-

consumption model in the culture industry thesis, fandom studies and cultural studies’ focus on reception 

have demonstrated that production is not monolithic, and consumption is a worthy site for scholarly 

investigation. In other words, like many popular culture phenomena, the production-consumption model 

of K-pop industry has some distinguished characteristics that the culture industry theory fails to account 

for. 

In recent years, idol groups from small agencies are breaking the dominance of the three major 

companies. The most representative example is BTS who has become one of the most globally influential 

K-pop idol groups. BTS’s success is different from that of the idol groups from the three major 

companies. It results from the widely use of social media platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, and YouTube, where the interaction between producers and consumers is highlighted and fans’ 

participation in dissemination is essential in the making of BTS’ success and popularity. One simply 

cannot grasp the BTS phenomenon without taking into account fan activities.   

Moreover, television stations are creating reality shows to produce idol groups in a way different 

from that of the entertainment companies which scout youngsters and train them in house. For example, 

I.O.I, Wanna One, IZ*ONE, and X1 debut as the winner of the Mnet reality show series named Produce, 

a talent-search competition. The members of these four idol groups are directly determined by the number 

of votes from the audience through text messages and official websites. That is to say, the four idol 

groups are produced by consumers and not by production companies. 
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Figure 5: Wanna One4 

The above examples point to the new tendency in K-pop industry where consumers actively 

participate in production through social media platforms and fan activities. Furthermore, along with 

consumers’ active participation, scandals erupt and reveal the inner contradiction of K-pop production, 

such as the recent cheating scandal of the Produce series.5 Originally, the Produce series means to give 

audience full control to determine the winners who are then to debut as an idol group. However, the 

voting is rigged by capital. Some agencies bribe the television station and producers of this program to 

change the actual number of votes, in order to make their trainees high-ranking enough to debut. 

Eventually, the entire competition becomes a transaction among entertainment companies and the 

 
4 “171104 평창 드림콘서트 - 워너원 '워너비' 4K 60P 직캠 by DaftTaengk.” YouTube, uploaded by DaftTaengk, 
November 4, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgxHHG5Gdr8. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
5 최주리, “안준영 PD ‘프듀’ 시즌 3·시즌 4 조작 혐의 인정..접대 액수만 1 억 원 넘어.” Naver, November 7, 
2019, https://entertain.naver.com/read?oid=011&aid=0003647342. Accessed March 29, 2020. 김주희. “안준영 PD, 
'프로듀스' 시즌 1,2 득표수 조작 모두 인정..'IOI, 워너원도 조작'.” Naver, November 5, 2019, 
https://entertain.naver.com/read?oid=011&aid=0003651780. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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television station. The trainees who can debut are determined neither by themselves nor by audience 

voting for them but are determined by capital.  

At the same time, audiences who know nothing about the real situation still enthusiastically vote for 

their favorite competitors, investing their time, energy and money with the illusion that they are 

empowered to fully participate in the production of the idol group. However, in fact, their efforts are 

reduced to consumption, and what they can purchase has already been determined by capital. Therefore, 

the conflict between the logic of capital and logic of fan economy reveals the underlying inconsistency of 

the K-pop industry. This inner inconsistency requires us to take both production and consumption 

seriously, a task Adorno and Horkheimer’s production-centric theory is unable to address. 

I find Michel de Certeau’s notion of “secondary production” useful in addressing the constitutive 

relationship between production and consumption in K-pop. de Certeau writes about popular culture as a 

self-presentation “arts of making,” and the practice of “combinatory or utilizing modes of consumption” 

which “brings into play a popular ratio… an art of combination which cannot be dissociated from an art 

of using” (xv). He also argues that “the secondary production hidden in the process of its utilization” 

(xiv). I borrow the concept of “secondary production” to refer to the production entailed in consumption 

as performed by the consumers. In contrast, I use “primary production” to refer to the production 

manufactured by the agencies like entertainment companies and television stations. To clarify, the use of 

“primary” and “secondary” here neither prioritize “primary” nor suggests that the secondary production is 

inferior. Instead, they only refer to the original sequence of production. 

Looking into the primary and secondary production of K-pop, we see that social media platforms 

play an important and essential role. Agencies disseminate the content they produce on Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube. They also use official websites and text messages to involve fans in the 

production-consumption process. Consumers enjoy the products, share what they like, and produce their 

own content on social media platforms. Through their efforts, K-pop has become a global phenomenon on 

YouTube, as is mentioned in the first section. Therefore, to understand the primary and secondary 

production, and the production-consumption mode of K-pop, it is important to look at the social media 
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platforms, especially YouTube, which serves as K-pop’s primary mode of distribution, circulation and 

consumption. 

One can argue that the very possibility of K-pop is conditioned by the technological advancement of 

media platform such as YouTube. K-pop circulates and updates in a blazingly fast speed as music videos 

on YouTube. However, this prevailing circulation of K-pop songs as music videos is qualitatively and 

quantitively different from that of MTV or Sony Walkman era. Moreover, YouTube allows K-pop to 

achieve transnational influence not only because its function as a global platform for K-pop, but also 

because it changes K-pop’s contents and formats. This is an understudied area that I hope to pursue in my 

project. In the following sections, I examine how YouTube functions in the primary and secondary 

production of K-pop.  

I do not engage in ethnography in the entertainment companies or television stations because the K-

pop industry is a closed system which suppresses any possible scandalous information. Therefore, it is 

difficult to conduct field work on the agencies. On the contrary, YouTube is a social media platform 

where the viewing data is public. Therefore, it is convenient to obtain useful information for my project. 

 

 

Primary	Production	
YouTube, as a video platform, has changed the format and the quantity of the uploaded K-pop 

videos in its unique way. As Kent A. Ono and Jungmin Kwon write in “Re-worlding culture? YouTube as 

a K-pop interlocutor,” YouTube has “significantly altered the status of K-pop in the world as a cultural 

force” (Ono and Kwon 207). YouTube has characteristics that require the uploaded videos to match, such 

as the aspect ratio and image resolution. In the MTV era, music videos were displayed on television 

where the standard aspect ratio was 4:3, and the image resolution was not high. On YouTube, the standard 

aspect ratio on computer is 16:9 and the image resolution ranges from 240p to 2160p. Because of these 

parameters, content providers have to adjust their K-pop products in order to meet the new standards for 

optimal content distribution. 
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To provide high-quality K-pop videos on YouTube, agencies’ management of their idols’ 

appearance and body shape has become increasingly stringent. Idols are urged to receive skin care, 

sometimes plastic surgeries, in order to keep their face perfect in front of the camera. Moreover, idols are 

required to keep fit for video shooting so that they constantly have to control their diet and work out. 

Frequently, in order to prepare for their “comeback,”6 where they have to be surrounded by camera in 

television broadcasting and online programs for a month, idols often have to reduce weight by excessive 

dieting because it is the quickest way to control their appearance. These kinds of strict management of the 

idols’ bodies contributes to producing beautiful and pleasing K-pop videos on YouTube – good-looking 

young men and women wearing fancy clothes, singing and dancing in well-designed settings.  

However, these strict regiments in the YouTube era may cause serious consequences for idols. The 

most common negative consequence is body-shaming on the internet, an issue I take up in Chapter 2. 

Because of the 16:9 aspect, people in the videos are more horizontally stretched than in the 4:3 ratio. As a 

result, idols seem fatter in the videos than their actual size and, due to the HD resolution, any minor flaw 

on their face and body is magnified infinitely.  

Meanwhile, most viewers do not pay attention to the technological factors of online platforms and 

camera shooting, neither do they care about the health of the idols. Consumers typically only focus on the 

difference of what they want and what they watch. That is to say, consumers feel dissatisfied with the gap 

between the actual imperfect humans and the perfect idols they imagine. Therefore, they leave harsh 

comments to body-shame idols who seem fat in the videos, which leads to serious problems in the 

physical and psychological health of idols. 

For example, several scandals around eating disorders exploded in recent years. Many idols, who are 

in their puberty or early adult stage, are attacked online by netizens because of their body shape. In order 

to deal with this pressure, some of them work extremely hard, such as Wendy from Red Velvet, who 

 
6 It is the term used in K-pop to describe that artists release a new song and perform in music programs. During a 
comeback, idol groups release songs on stream media, sell albums, perform the title track of an album in music TV 
programs, and participate in different variety shows to promote their album. Usually, a comeback takes 3 to 4 weeks. 
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revealed her severe diet plan in a TV program.7 But Wendy worries many of her fans because her weight 

fluctuates to a great extent in every comeback.  

In some extreme cases, idols leave the K-pop industry because of physical and psychological 

problems. For example, JinE, a former member of Oh My Girl, was diagnosed with anorexia and 

permanently left the group after more than a year’s hiatus.8 Similarly, Kyla, a former member of 

PRISTIN, was only fifteen years old when she was reprimanded for her body shape in that she did not 

match her extremely slim teammates. She also took a hiatus from the group9 and did not come back until 

the group was disbanded in 2019.10 Herin Seo, a former trainee from SM Entertainment and a participant 

of the reality show Idol School, left K-pop industry after her failure in debuting and posted a sentence on 

her personal Twitter account, “I would never support a system that is so sexist, fat shames, brain washes 

 
7 Yckim124. “Red Velvet's Wendy Reveals Her Severe Dieting Method.” allkpop, December 12, 2018, 
https://www.allkpop.com/article/2018/12/red-velvet-s-wendy-reveals-her-severe-dieting-method. Accessed March 
29, 2020. 
8 선미경, “[공식입장] 오마이걸 측 ‘진이, 전속계약 해지→7 인조 재편..건강이 우선’.” Naver, October 30, 
2017, https://entertain.naver.com/read?oid=109&aid=0003650949&gid=999339&cid=1073735. Accessed March 29, 
2020. 
9 윤준필, “플레디스 "프리스틴 카일라, 건강 문제로 활동 중단...회복 후 복귀 예정"(공식).” Naver, October 
12, 2017, https://entertain.naver.com/read?oid=312&aid=0000284426. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
10 이은정, “결경·나영 속한 프리스틴, 데뷔 2 년 만에 해체.” Naver, May 24, 2019 
https://entertain.naver.com/now/read?oid=001&aid=0010846514. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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and destroys children or even a fully grown adult.”11

 

Figure 6: Herin Seo's Post on Twitter12 

Compared to the MTV era, YouTube provides a stricter standard for idols on their management of 

appearance. In addition, YouTube also creates a fierce competition for idol groups about their popularity. 

In the early 2000s, K-pop music videos were put into circulation separately in different platforms, which 

television stations played a major part. In that era, the standard to measure idol groups’ popularity was 

based on the number of audio downloads of their songs, their record sales, and the number of registered 

members of their official fan cafe.13 These factors added together to decide a group’s business value, thus 

leading to resources, opportunities and awards, such as receiving advertising endorsements, participating 

in popular reality shows, and winning Singer of the Year Award.  

This model of measuring popularity is still in use. However, the rise of YouTube brings changes to 

the competition. In the 2000s, few music programs set up weekly rankings and the standard for ranking 

was based on sales, downloads, and real-time voting. This model is effective because the severe 

 
11 @HerinSeo. “I would never support a system that is so sexist, fat shames, brain washes and destroys children or 
even a fully grown adult.” Twitter, September 7, 2018, https://twitter.com/HerinSeo/status/1038121745880961024. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
12 Ibid. 
13 “Fan cafe” refers a big forum hosted by the Korean web portal called Daum. Celebrities use fan cafes to post 
updates about their schedule or interact with their fans.  “Daum Cafe.” Kakaocorp, 
https://www.kakaocorp.com/service/DaumCafe?lang=en. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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competition leads to the production of high-quality contents. But this model is not sufficiently open for 

the international market because the official fan cafe was inconvenient for international fans due to 

language barriers, and the real-time voting only allowed Korean fans to participate. 

Hence, agencies start to figure out new ways to expand K-pop’s influence beyond South Korea. 

Since 2006, large agencies have realized the huge potential of YouTube in promoting K-pop to a larger 

fandom in addition to domestic fans. They started by opening official YouTube channels. For example, in 

2006, the influential television station Mnet became the first K-pop agency to open an official channel on 

YouTube.14 SM Entertainment, the largest entertainment company in South Korea, followed Mnet’s step 

to create an official account ten days later.15 In 2008, JYP Entertainment16 and YG Entertainment,17 the 

other two leading entertainment companies, also opened their official channels. Starting from 2008, 

agencies upload videos to their YouTube channels directly. At first, the videos seemed disorganized, 

mixed with music videos, behind-the-scenes, interviews, and news in random order. These videos were in 

a 4:3 aspect because these videos were originally created for television broadcasting. Moreover, these 

videos were of poor quality because of technological limits. As a result, these early videos did not achieve 

popularity online. 

In order to change this situation, since 2009, agencies have uploaded videos with clear intention. For 

example, SM Entertainment uploaded their first music video “Sorry Sorry” by Super Junior on June 7th, 

2009,18 which was a worldwide hit earlier that year. One day later, Girls’ Generation’s phenomenal music 

video “Gee” was uploaded.19 Both videos achieved a large number of viewing times. Afterwards, SM 

Entertainment started to upload previous music videos sorted by artists, meanwhile promoting new videos 

 
14 Mnet K-pop. “Stats.” YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/user/Mnet/about. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
15 SMTOWN. “Stats.” YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/user/SMTOWN/about. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
16 jypentertainment. “Stats.” YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/user/jypentertainment/about. Accessed March 29, 
2020. 
17 YG ENTERTAINMENT. “Stats.” YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/user/YGEntertainment/about. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
18 “SUPER JUNIOR 슈퍼주니어 ‘쏘리 쏘리 (SORRY, SORRY)’ MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, June 7, 
2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6QA3m58DQw. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
19 “Girls' Generation 소녀시대 'Gee' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, June 8, 2009, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7mPqycQ0tQ. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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for the upcoming comebacks. SM Entertainment took advantage of the playlist function of YouTube to 

organize its channel and categorize its videos. There is no comparison in terms of video qualities created 

by SM Entertainment between the earlier production and 2009. The music video “Gee” was created in 

YouTube’s 16:9 aspect ratio and has high definition, while BoA’s music video NO.120 released in 2002 is 

of lesser quality. 

In addition to the video quality standardized by YouTube, K-pop took advantage of YouTube’s 

international influence and gradually expanded its global fandom. “Sorry Sorry” and “Gee” are the first 

few music videos that attracted the attention of international audience. After 2012, especially after Psy’s 

 
20  “BoA 보아 'No.1' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, September 24, 2009, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceZc-5p3g1w. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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“Gangnam Style” became a global phenomenon, K-pop music videos have become its own genre enjoyed 

by fans everywhere.  

To date, “Gangnam Style” has achieved 3.5 billion streaming times, while more than seventy K-pop 

music videos have reached 100 million viewing times. 

 

Figure 7: Gangnam Style Reached 3.5 Billion Watching Times21	

Such amazing statistics cannot be achieved only by the efforts of Korean fans. Instead, fans outside 

South Korea work hard to stream these videos for their idols because YouTube provides the data of music 

videos as a new parameter for measuring the popularity of a group. Unlike previous years when music 

videos were displayed on television, the streaming data of YouTube videos is public. Anyone who opens 

 
21 “PSY - GANGNAM STYLE(강남스타일) M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by officialpsy, July 15, 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bZkp7q19f0. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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a YouTube page can know the streaming times, the number of comments, and the number of “likes” and 

“dislikes.” Therefore, the streaming times of music video become a useful barometer to measure the 

popularity of a specific idol group. It has also become a part of the scoring system in music TV programs.  

In the 2010s, especially since 2014, when Psy’s trilogy “Gangnam Style,” “Gentleman,”22 and 

“Daddy”23 each reached 1 billion streaming times, music TV programs have started to include YouTube 

streaming times into their ranking system. Today, among the six music TV programs in the four major 

television stations, four of them include YouTube streaming times into their scoring systems. Show! 

Music Core, M Countdown, The Show, and Inkigayo each makes YouTube take up 10%,24 20%,25 20%,26 

and 30%27 of the total points when measuring the weekly ranking of songs. The rule of the ranking system 

leads to fan’s enthusiasm of streaming K-pop videos, especially for international fans.  

Due to the change of scoring systems in the music TV programs, fans find out that they can 

influence the popularity of their idol groups by producing viewing and download times. Therefore, 

international fans and domestic fans divide their labor in supporting their idols. Domestic fans make great 

efforts in downloading audio from the designated music apps because the download times of music 

source usually take up a large percentage in the music programs. Meanwhile, international fans take 

charge of streaming YouTube videos, focusing on the streaming times in the first hour after a new song is 

released and how long it takes to achieve a certain number of streaming times. Moreover, for the 

competition for the number one-ranked song in a week, fans stream their idol’s music video as much as 

possible in order to combat against their competitors. Therefore, YouTube has become not only a site for 

 
22 “PSY - GENTLEMAN M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by officialpsy, April 13, 2013, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASO_zypdnsQ. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
23 “PSY - DADDY(feat. CL of 2NE1) M/V.” YouTube,uploaded by officialpsy, November 30, 2015, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrG4TEcSuRg. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
24 예능, “2019 년 11 월 23 일 음악중심 차트.” MBC, November 26, 2019, 
http://www.imbc.com/broad/tv/ent/musiccore/chart_ranking/.   
25 M Countdown, “How is the M COUNTDOWN Chart Calculated?” M Wave, 
https://www.mwave.me/en/mcountdown/mcountdown-chart.  
26 더쇼지기, “더쇼 초이스: <212 회>THE SHOW Choice! '우주소녀'.” SBS Medianet, November 27, 2019, 
https://programs.sbs.co.kr/mtv/theshow/visualboard/58357/?cmd=view&page=1&board_no=201.  
27 관리자, “인기가요 차트: <11 월 마지막 주 인기가요 차트>.” SBS, November 27, 2019, 
https://programs.sbs.co.kr/enter/gayo/board/54771/?cmd=view&page=1&board_no=417399. 
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production companies to distribute music videos, but also where fan activities compete to raise the 

popularity of their idol groups.  

Other than providing music videos for streaming, agencies are creating and uploading different types 

of videos on YouTube in order to win the market competition and make profits. For the promotion of 

NCT U’s “Boss,” for example. SM Entertainment and its collaborating agencies produced several videos 

surrounding this specific song. The basic video is the music video28 distributed by SM Entertainment. 

Television stations provide stage performance29 for the band on different music TV programs. Then, 

when the streaming times of the music video reaches a certain number, such as 10 million, SM 

entertainment uploads a behind-the-scene dance practice video30 as a reward for the fans’ efforts and 

 
28 “NCT U 엔시티 유 'BOSS' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, February 18, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AUFyFEt35g. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
29 “[NCT U - BOSS] Comeback Stage | M COUNTDOWN 180222 EP.559,” YouTube, uploaded by Mnet K-POP, 
February 22, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPIvhf8rphA. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
30 “NCT U 엔시티 유 'BOSS' Dance Practice.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, February 27, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7tSTUR7FG0. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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support. The more times fans stream the music video, the more videos SM Entertainment will upload.31 

 

Figure 8: MV Commentary NCT U - BOSS32 

Television stations also provide videos other than stage performance. For instance, an official 

channel under Mnet named M2 creates an online program named MV Commentary. In this program, the 

members of idol group gather together to comment on their own music video while promoting their latest 

song. NCT U members are invited to this program and asked to speak about their favorite moments and 

behind-the-scenes of this music video, promoting their song in addition to performing it in music TV 

 
31 For example, SM Entertainment later provided a choreography video for MTV Asia Spotlight. Compared to the 
previous dance practice video, this video has more close-up. “NCT U 'BOSS' Choreography Video @MTV Asia 
Spotlight.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, April 3, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4TN7Puky2c. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
32 “[MV Commentary] NCT U(엔시티 유) - BOSS 뮤비코멘터리.” YouTube, uploaded by M2, March 1, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yg0G7ijkzXM. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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programs.33 Another example is also an online program from M2. It is a program named Performance 

Parade. This program allows an idol group to cover/imitate dance from another group. In the case of 

NCT U’s “Boss,” a girl group EVERGLOW covers this choreography.34 By doing so, the program 

promotes the original song and the group who covers this song at the same time. 

In general, agencies use YouTube to promote consumption through high quality videos and fierce 

competition. As we have seen, fans activities play a significant role in promoting the popularity of the 

idol groups. And as in exchange, the production companies “reward” the fans with additional contents for 

their loyalty and to spur further consumption. In the next section, I will analyze these fan activities as 

“secondary production” and its implications to the working of the K-pop system.  

 

 

Secondary	Production	and	Its	Influence	on	Primary	Production	
In the previous section, I argue that YouTube as a video platform enables agencies such as 

entertainment companies and television stations to upload and promote their K-pop videos to a large 

international fandom. In short, YouTube plays an important role in the primary production of K-pop.  

In addition to primary production, in this section I focus on the secondary production of K-pop by 

fans and its relationship with the primary production. Similar to what was discussed above, YouTube, as 

well as other social media platforms, plays a significant role in the secondary production of K-pop. 

Through YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, fans upload their unique K-pop contents, such as 

the live performance videos, which promote the dissemination of K-pop in a way different from that of 

official agencies. 

Other than the separating primary and secondary production by agencies and fans, I argue for the 

constitutive relation between the primary and secondary production of K-pop videos. Besides the videos 

 
33 Ibid. 
34 “NCT U ′BOSS′ by EVERGLOW｜에버글로우랜드 Performance Parade (퍼포먼스 퍼레이드).” YouTube, 
uploaded by M2, August 12, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktGuyplJPD4. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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taken at concerts, fans also produce videos based on and inspired by the official videos provided by 

agencies on YouTube. After the secondary production from K-pop fans, agencies in return assimilate 

fans’ production and provide another official version which imitates fans’ production. As a result of this 

interaction between fans and agencies, K-pop constantly seeks fans’ advice and adjusts its content in 

order to keep its notion of “liveness,” which illustrates the interaction between “human subjects” and 

“other human or nonhuman subjects in the digital age” (Kim 3).35 

The most common secondary production done by fans is to record videos at live concerts and post 

them on YouTube. Different from the official performance videos, such as the stage performance video of 

“Boss” discussed in the previous section, the fan-made videos are usually spliced and appears 

unprofessional, but they are unique in their filming angle and include fan’s unique reaction to the 

performance. By uploading these fan-shot performance videos to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and 

YouTube, fans produce performances that are not constrained by the time and space of live performances 

and generate more consumption. In this way, the K-pop video maintains its liveness not only for the fans 

at the concert but also for a larger number of fans who consume and enjoy the fan-made videos. Simply 

put, fan activities have the potential to multiply the pleasure of consuming K-pop beyond its officially 

sanctioned channels and contents.  

The fan-made live performance videos further promote K-pop’s circulation and popularity. Apart 

from these videos, fans also produce secondary content based on and inspired by the official videos 

produced by the agencies. For example, based on the three official videos of “Boss,” fans create three 

kinds of videos: the lyric distribution video, which counts how many lines each member sing in “Boss;”36 

the screen time distribution video, which counts how much time a member appears in the music video of 

 
35 The concept “liveness” does not have an exact definition. Suk-young Kim illustrates the meanings and theoretical 
investigation of “liveness,” such as “a technological, ideological, and affective mode in which human subjects 
interact with other human and nonhuman subjects in the digital age” (3). She thinks the “liveness” of K-pop can 
“create a spectrum book- ended by these two forces: an embodied desire for living together that is also subject to 
commercial reproduction and fabrication” (13). Liveness also has the idea of “working together, often in challenging 
conditions” (18). 
36 “NCT U - BOSS Line Distribution (Color Coded) | 엔시티 유 – 보스.” YouTube, uploaded by HEXA6ON, 
February 22, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQO0q1-68Oo. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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“Boss;”37 and the center-position distribution video, which counts the time length of a specific member 

who dances in the center of the group’s dance formation.38 By creating these videos, fans who prefer 

specific members in a group compete with each other, because they know the viewing times is an 

important criterion in measuring popularity in the YouTube era. A single member’s viewing time directly 

relate to their future opportunities, such as more lyrics in a song and opportunities for advertising 

endorsement. 

 

Figure 9: NCT U - BOSS Line Distribution39 

 
37 “NCT U - BOSS - MV镜头分配计时.” Bilibili, ColoringBook, February 19, 2018, 
https://www.bilibili.com/video/av19802548/. Accessed March 29, 2020. This video is forwarded from an original 
video on YouTube, but the original video “is no longer available because the YouTube account associated with this 
video has been terminated.” YouTube, https://youtu.be/uLj7kI_dShg. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
38 “NCT U - Boss: Center Distribution.” YouTube, uploaded by OHKPOP, February 24, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Scr9RfcmphE. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
39 “NCT U - BOSS Line Distribution (Color Coded) | 엔시티 유 – 보스.” YouTube, uploaded by HEXA6ON, 
February 22, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQO0q1-68Oo. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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Therefore, fans invest more time in streaming the videos, individually or organized by fan clubs. 

Some fans even buy services to stream the videos for them, in order to add to the viewing time. By doing 

so, fans are meant to put pressure on the agencies to make changes in their later products such as making 

adjustments in the lyric line, screen time, and center position distributions. In addition, this action also 

brings liveness to fans by giving meaning to the watching experience and creating a sense of interaction 

between fan and their idols. 

In addition to making their own videos, fans splice the original videos on YouTube, capture static 

images, GIFs, and short clips, and publish them on platforms such as Instagram and Twitter, which have 

limits of video length and file size. These secondary creations are efficient and influential ways to 

promote K-pop in that consumers can determine whether they are interested or not by a quick glance, 

which becomes an efficient way to attract new fans.  

As fan’s secondary productions become popular and noticeable, agencies have started to pay 

attention to the fan-made content and then absorb and convert fans’ ideas to create modified and 

innovative videos. By doing so, agencies attempt to better promote content, cater to K-pop fans, and 

expand their influence. 

As mentioned earlier, official agencies often absorb fan-made content for its own promotion. M2 

FanCam, the official fan-cam videos from M2, is a good case in point. To give some context, M2 is one 

of the official YouTube channels of the music TV program M Countdown. M2 FanCam is a kind of stage 

performance video that emerged in 2016 where the official camera of the music program shoots the stage 

performance from the fan’s perspective. The idea of fan-cam, as the name indicates, comes from the fan-

filmed focus videos (직캠) on YouTube.40 These fan-filmed videos are usually shot in outdoor 

performances by cellphones and focus on a specific member of an idol group. These fan-filmed videos are 

 
 
40 For example, a prevailing fan-filmed focus video is EXID’s Hani performing “Up & Down” in an outdoor 
performance. This video has achieved 30 million viewing times since 2014. “[직캠/Fancam] 141008 EXID(하니) 
위아래 @ 파주 한마음 위문공연.” YouTube, uploaded by pharkil, October 9, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmKuGxb23z0. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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popular on social media platforms because they magnify a member’s performance of a close distance so 

that the fans who watch these videos can have a sense of presence and immediacy.

 

Figure 10: Fan-made Focus Video of HANI from EXID41 

Inspired by the fan-made focus videos, M2 FanCam imitates the view of a cellphone to create a 

vertical version of stage performance focusing on a specific member of an idol group.42 In this way, M2 

FanCam clearly shows the details of a specific member’s performance which could be easily omitted in 

stage performance video thus allowing fans to enjoy the performance of their favorite members without 

 
41 Ibid. 
42 “[MPD 직캠] 있지 유나 직캠 '달라달라(DALLA DALLA)' (ITZY YUNA FanCam) | 
@MCOUNTDOWN_2019.2.14.” YouTube, uploaded by M2, February 14, 2019,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA0tzQZByhk. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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being distracted from other group members. 

 

Figure 11: M2 Vertical FanCam of Yuna from ITZY43 

The vertical version of a single member is the most common M2 FanCam. Meanwhile, M2 takes 

advantage of its official camera view and expands their fan-cam videos. On the one hand, M2 produces a 

fan-cam that include the entire group.44 This kind of videos provides a panoramic view of the formation in 

the dance performance. It is different from the stage performance video where close-up and zoom-out 

 
43 Ibid. 
44 “[MPD 직캠] 있지 직캠 4K ‘달라달라(DALLA DALLA)’ (ITZY FanCam) | @MCOUNTDOWN_2019.2.14.” 
YouTube, uploaded by M2, February 14, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6n9dsaRaI. Accessed March 
29, 2020. 
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lenses are combined to achieve the best effect for television broadcasting. 

 

Figure 12: M2 FanCam of ITZY45 

On the other hand, M2 creates a new kind of fan-cam: the horizontal version of fan-cam.46 In this 

kind of fan-cam, the camera moves close-up to a single member’s face and focuses on the his or her facial 

expressions. These two kinds of videos are both suitable for screenshots which is an important part of 

fans’ secondary production. Moreover, by combining different kinds of fan-cam videos, fans could have a 

deep view of the performance and their favorite members. As a result, fan-cam videos, originally a fan-

made video form based on the cellphone (a secondary production), have been appropriated and enhanced 

 
45 Ibid. 
46 “[입덕직캠] 있지 유나 직캠 4K '달라달라(DALLA DALLA)' (ITZY YUNA FanCam) | 
@MCOUNTDOWN_2019.2.14.” YouTube, M2, February 14, 2019,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8f2IDOUrzkI. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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by the official agency to produce (is this primary, secondary or tertiary?) variable contents to be 

consumed by fans.

 

Figure 13: M2 FanCam Horizontal Version of Yuna from ITZY47 

M2 FanCam is a good example of how secondary production in turn influences primary production. 

It is also a good example of how music becomes secondary in K-pop videos. Focusing on the formation 

change of the whole group and facial expressions of a specific member, M2 FanCam makes the stage 

performance and the idols appealing to their fans, thus the fans are willing to stream the videos and listen 

to the songs. M2 FanCam keeps the audience streaming these videos several times in order to increase the 

viewing time, which is a standard to measure the idols’ popularity, as is mentioned before. In the case of 

M2 FanCam, the viewing time of a specific member becomes more important because the individual M2 

 
47 Ibid. 
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FanCam intuitively reflects his or her rank in the group. This rank then directly and indirectly affects the 

specific member’s chance to access resources and opportunities in the future. Passionate fans keep 

streaming their favorite FanCam in order to improve his or her ranking.  

In this process of restreaming M2 FanCam, the K-pop song itself becomes less important than the 

visual content. Fans loop the videos with the song muted or volume turned down because they loop the 

videos for their idols rather than for the song. In addition, fan-cam videos do not pay attention to the 

audio quality but emphasize on the visual quality. Therefore, M2 FanCam privileges visual experience 

where the audience “watch” the performance rather than “listen to” the song. 

K-pop music, due to its distribution via YouTube, is already highly visual, combining song, music 

video, and stage performance. That is to say, watching has already been embedded in the listening 

experience of K-pop music. As Tom Rice writes in “Listening,” the definition of “listening” could expand 

since listening is a part of an overall experience which integrates listening, seeing, operating, and many 

other aspects (Rice 103). The focus of the different facets of the overall experience depends on the 

medium and the context. In the case of M2 FanCam, it adds to the inseparable watching and listening 

experience of K-pop, but it changes the listening experience to a unique way.  

In M2 FanCam, songs become background music for the visual contents and a supplement to the 

visual experience. Sometimes the song could even be a distraction. When people watch the fan-cam 

videos with music turned down or muted, they neglect the fact that these videos are meant to promote the 

song. Therefore, in fan-cam videos, listening could be decreased or completely removed from the 

consuming experience, while the visual experience becomes increasingly important, to the extent that the 

K-pop music could not exist without its visual experience.  

According to the inseparable auditory and visual experience, agencies produce K-pop music that 

better adjusts to this kind of listening experience. When composing songs, producers of the K-pop 

industry emphasize repetitiveness of chorus to make the songs catchy and easy to remember. This 

repetitiveness is also emphasized in choreography. Choreographers create repeated dance movements to 

make stage performances addictive, so that fans are willing to loop the songs and videos. In addition, 
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agencies adjust music videos to address the increasingly visual-centric mode of listening. They combine 

the group dance scene with individual shots of each member, which allows fans to capture audio and 

video clips of their favorite members. These adjustments later become a new paradigm of K-pop music. 

This creation of new standardized K-pop music is a product of the social media era: it happens on 

YouTube and results from YouTube. 

 

 

Conclusion	
Through YouTube, agencies provide official contents for fans’ consumption, fans consume the 

products and create new content by themselves, and fans’ production in turn affects the agencies to 

produce new contents. Primary and secondary production of K-pop has mutual influence and the 

production-consumption model of K-pop is bi-directional. Put differently, the production-consumption 

model of K-pop is a circulation connected by primary and secondary production. In this circulation, 

agencies and fans are of equal importance. This is where Adorno and Horkheimer’s culture industry 

theory falls short. 

Moreover, the circulation of K-pop on YouTube is continuous due to the fact that both agencies and 

fans constantly innovate their products and generate more consumer desires. Since desire generates more 

desire, the circuit between primary and secondary productions has the potential to continue unabated as 

long as the fans are interested in the idol groups produced by the agencies. In order to create more desire, 

new innovations, such as M2 FanCam, are needed. That is to say, the circulation of K-pop constantly 

expands through innovation. The question remains, however, whether K-pop’s innovation is limitless and 

what will this innovation lead to. 

In this expanding circulation of K-pop, the clear division between primary and secondary production 

is blurred since agencies and fans use each other’s ideas and contents to create new products. As 

mentioned in the examples in the previous section, fans use original music videos in their lyric 

distribution videos while agencies learn from fans to create fan-cam videos. Ultimately, it remains 
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doubtful who produces and owns the “primary” and “original” products in the circulation of K-pop. In 

addition, in some special cases, the division of primary and secondary production is entirely discarded, 

such as G-DRAGON’s official music video of “WHO YOU?”48 The beginning of the video makes this 

explicit: “This music video was made by G-dragon and the personal recordings of 1,000 of his fans.” 

Officially shot videos and fan-filmed videos appear alternatively and simultaneously to produce the entire 

music video. In this case, the question still remains: Who is the producer and owner of the “primary” and 

“original” content? Moreover, under this circumstance, is the division between primary and secondary 

production still meaningful?  

 
48 See BIGBANG, “G-DRAGON - 니가 뭔데(WHO YOU?) M/V.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doFK7Eanm3I. Accessed November 28, 2019. 
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Chapter 2: Who is Responsible for the Suicides? The Collapse of the 

Fantasy World in K-pop 
In Chapter 1, I mentioned that because of YouTube’s technology requirements, agencies’ managing 

of their idols’ appearance and body shape has become increasingly stringent. Idols have to control their 

weight and even resort to plastic surgery to present the good-looking young men and women image 

transmitted through various screens. This strict managements in the industry have negative effects such as 

body-shaming. Because of body-shaming, many idols are cyberbullied and develop physical and 

psychological problems, forcing some of them to leave the industry. 

Body-shaming is just the tip of the iceberg on the dark side of the seemingly bright and prosperous 

K-pop industry. 2019 dramatically challenged the public impression of K-pop due to a series of scandals. 

Staring from the “Burning Sun scandal”1 to the “Mnet vote manipulation investigation,”2 several scandals 

broke out last year that exposed some serious problems associated with K-pop, undermining its sunny and 

clean representation.   

Among all the scandals in 2019, the two suicides committed by former K-pop stars Sulli and Hara 

put me in great shock and sorrow. On October 14, Sulli (Choi Jin-ri), aged 25, was found dead in her 

apartment. She was confirmed committing a suicide by hanging. According the report of the police, her 

body showed no signs of external force and her house had no signs of foul play or a break-in.3 Six weeks 

after Sulli’s suicide, on November 24, Hara (Goo Hara), aged 28, passed away in her apartment. The 

 
1 “The Burning Sun scandal, also known as Burning Sun gate, is a 2019 entertainment and sex scandal in Seoul, 
South Korea, which involved several celebrities, including Korean idols of popular K-pop groups, and police 
officials.” “Burning Sun scandal.” Wikipedia, March 11, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burning_Sun_scandal. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
2 “The Mnet vote manipulation investigation is a 2019 South Korean entertainment scandal involving electoral fraud 
in several reality competition series produced and broadcast by the television channel Mnet.” “Mnet vote 
manipulation investigation.” Wikipedia, March 6, 2020, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mnet_vote_manipulation_investigation. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
3 조광형. “설리 '자동심장충격'에도 요지부동… 발견 때 이미 '사후강직'.” News Daily, October 15, 2019, 
http://www.newdaily.co.kr/site/data/html/2019/10/15/2019101500198.html. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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police confirmed her death as a suicide after finding a suicide note and no visitors to her house except for 

the housekeeper who found her body.4  

Sulli and Hara’s suicides shock the entire K-pop industry and public. They were young and beautiful 

with a successful career as female idols and a promising career as actress and model, but they both chose 

to end their lives. I wonder what the reasons were for their deaths. The most direct factor of their deaths is 

the mental health problem resulting from cyber violence. Then I wonder why they received serious cyber 

bullying. To solve this problem, I start to trace their professional and personal development and find their 

career and personal trajectories thought-provoking. Especially, I focus on the interaction between them 

and their female fans to see why they receive love and hatred. 

What I want to examine in the chapter is the relationship between female representations in K-pop 

and fan backlash against their idols as result of the disjuncture between representation and real-life 

struggles. Unlike the complementary and collaborative relationship between the agencies’ primary 

production and the fans’ secondary production, the relation between idols and fans I analyze in this 

chapter is that of contempt, indignation and even hatred. I argue that it is the breakdown of the fantasy 

space mutually constituted between female idols and their fans that contributed to this animosity. Finally, 

it is the Korean patriarchy and conservative gender system that exacerbated the fantasy world formed 

between the idols and their fans.  

Due to the lack of opportunity to implement ethnographical work, my argument is based on news, 

music videos, and television programs. Therefore, it is speculative to some extent. 

 

 

The	Fantasy	Created	in	the	Music	Videos	
In a 2008 interview with Chosen Ilbo, Lee Soo-man, CEO and producer of the biggest K-pop agency 

SM Entertainment, talked about the targeted fandom of the successful girl group Girls’ Generation 

 
4 박소정. “가수 구하라 자택서 숨진 채 발견...전날 SNS 에 "잘자" 셀카 남겨.” News Chosun, November 24, 
2019, http://news.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2019/11/24/2019112401360.html. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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(SNSD), “People in their 30s and the 40s are emerging as the main cultural consumers, and Girls’ 

Generation specifically targets the men in that age group.”5 

However, according to Stephen J. Epstein and Rachael M. Joo’s article “Multiple Exposures: Korean 

Bodies and the Transnational Imagination,” contrary to Lee’s expectation, “SNSD’s predominant fan base 

in Japan has been females in their teens and early twenties” (Epsterin and Joo 5). As a Sports Seoul report 

writes, Girls’ Generation’s Japanese debut showcase has an “overwhelming prevalence of young females 

in the event’s audience.”6 

In addition to participate in the debut event and enjoy the performance of SNSD, Japanese fangirls 

imitate “the dress and the style of the group,” especially “the group’s signature hot pants” (5). Fans do 

more than simple consumption, such as purchasing concert tickets or audio CDs. Rather, they invest their 

time, money, and energy in wearing similar costumes, makeups, and hair styles as their idols in order to 

emphasize their identity as fans of their idols. 

Not only in Japan, the fandom of girl groups in South Korea also consists of numerous female fans. 

In a 2018 survey about the fanbase of the third-generation girl groups, only the group Twice has more 

male fans than female fans, where female fans account for 41% of the total. While for other four 

successful girl groups Red Velvet, Mamamoo, BLACKPINK, and GFRIEND, female fans each takes up 

a percentage of 63%, 60%, 61%, and 50%.7 This data illustrates the popularity of girl groups among 

female fans. 

Due to the popularity of girl groups among female fans, I become curious about why girl group 

attract female fans more than male fans and why female fans want to love and imitate their idols. Before 

answering the previous two questions, I wonder what is consumed by female fans of girl groups. The 

 
5 “Who Is the Real Midas in Korean Showbiz?” Chosun Ilbo November 5, 2008, 
http://english.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2008/11/05/2008110561003.html. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
6 The Sports Seoul piece cannot be retrieved. This sentence is cited by Epstein and Joo. See Epstein, Stephen J. & 
Joo, Rachael M. “Multiple Exposures: Korean Bodies and the Transnational Imagination.” The Asia-Pacific 
Journal: Japan Focus: 5. 
7 “Age And Gender Demographics Of K-Pop Girl Group Listeners In South Korea 2018.” Kpopmap, August 9, 
2018, https://www.kpopmap.com/age-and-gender-demographics-of-kpop-girl-group-listeners-in-south-korea-2018/. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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most direct commodity that fans consume is the highly visualized K-pop songs. Therefore, I comb 

through the music videos of Sulli’s group f(x) and Hara’s group KARA to see what contents are provided 

for fans and what is built up through Sulli and Hara’s career development. 

Sulli debuted as a member of the girl group f(x) in 2009 from SM Entertainment, and officially left 

the group in 2015. During this period of time, f(x) had seven major comebacks,8 each building up an 

overall image of the group and the individual image of Sulli.  

F(x)’s debut song “La Cha Ta” creates a confident female figure who leads people to dance with her. 

In the lyrics of the chorus part, f(x) members sing “Take a breath after the song, now everybody. It's so 

easy. Follow me, baby (노래를 따라 숨도 따라 쉬어, now everybody, 너무 쉽지 나를 따라, baby).” 

Sulli’s part in the first verse “All right. Good job. Yeah, come with me one more time (옳지 잘해 그래 

나를 따라 한번 더 가자)” and “Are you sure you're ready (이제 진짜 준비완료)”9 provides her an 

 
8 F(x) actually had eight comebacks. But the song “Hot Summer” is a summer special song, which does not fit into 
the image development of f(x) and Sulli. Therefore, this song is not included in the discussion. 
9 “f(x) 에프엑스 '라차타 (LA chA TA)' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, September 2, 2009, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7MHZpSNJQc. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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image of vitality and confidence. She represents a cute and fresh teenage girl in this song.

 

Figure 14: Sulli in "La Cha Ta"10 

After the fresh and confident debut image, f(x) then established their major image by promoting the 

continuous five title tracks – “Chu~♡,” “NU ABO,” “Danger,” “Electric Shock,” and “Rum Pum Pum 

Pum.” These songs have different music elements and lyric narratives from first glance, but their lyrics 

express one theme in common. All of the songs illuminate young women’s attitudes towards love. 

The first two songs, “Chu~♡” and “NU ABO” describe teenage girls’ imagination of love. The lyrics 

of “Chu~♡” describe teenage girl’s imagination of kissing her boyfriend, and “NU ABO” illustrates 

teenage girl’s curiosity about first love which she has never experienced. The representative lyrics in 

 
10 Ibid. 
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these two songs are “I've been waiting for hundreds of times every day. Do it chu (매일 수 백 번 

상상하며 기다려 왔던 그에게 do it chu),”11 and “Mystery, mystery, I don’t know yet (Mystery Mystery 

몰라 몰라 아직 나는 몰라).”12 

The following two songs, “Danger” and “Electric Shock,” both illustrate the thrilling feeling when 

teenage girls fall in love for the first time. “Danger” has lyrics like “I’m in danger (난 지금 Danger)”13 to 

describe the simultaneously worried and happy feeling when teenage girls fall in love. Similarly, “Electric 

Shock” compares the feeling of falling in love to electric shock, “I'm out of breath and I'm running a fever 

 
11 “f(x) 에프엑스 'Chu~♡' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, November 5, 2009, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnz2n5VcV4Q. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
12 “f(x) 에프엑스 'NU 예삐오 (NU ABO)' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, May 4, 2010, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8ZrPFMr_nY. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
13 “f(x) 에프엑스 '피노키오 (Danger)' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, April 18, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKS12iGFyEA. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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(숨이 가쁘고, 열이 나요).”14

 

Figure 15: Sulli in "Electric Shock"15 

Converse to the teenage girl image which focuses on the desire for being loved, “Rum Pum Pum 

Pum” alternatively depicts a teenage girl who actively pursues her love. Sulli’s part makes a statement to 

the boy she loves, “Attention Boys! I'm gonna be different. I'm gonna push everyone out and get a seat 

(Attention Boys! 난 좀 다를 걸, 다른 애들은 다 밀어내고 자리를 잡지),” and “I grow through the wall 

 
14 “f(x) 에프엑스 'Electric Shock' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, June 11, 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8I8QGFA1oM. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
15 Ibid. 
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of your heart (니 맘 벽을 뚫고 자라난다).”16The lyrics show the heroine’s confidence in obtaining love 

from her loved one. 

When Sulli took a hiatus from f(x) in 2014, the group was transforming into another image. With the 

increase in age of each member, f(x) made efforts to change from cheerful teenage girls to a more mature 

and cold-glamour young women image. They also made attempts to expand the theme of their songs. In 

the title track “Red Light,” lyrics create a tense atmosphere, “the wild Caterpillar that was pushing, when 

it all went down in front of it (밀어대던 거친 캐터필러 그앞에 모두 침몰할 때).”17 These lyrics are 

thought to illustrate the crisis and collapse of love, and they are also interpreted as an implication of the 

 
16 “f(x) 에프엑스 '첫 사랑니 (Rum Pum Pum Pum)' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, July 24, 2013, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnku4o3tRB4. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
17 “f(x) 에프엑스 'Red Light' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, July 2, 2014,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv-8-EgPEY0. Accessed March 15, 2020. 
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Sewol ferry disaster.18

 

Figure 16: Sulli in "Red Light"19 

Coordinated with her lyrics in these songs, Sulli’s image is also established through hair style, 

outfits, and make up. Sulli represents both cute teenage girl and highly feminine young woman according 

to the concept of each song. For a cute teenage girl image, her iconic outfit includes colorful sweaters, 

yarn skirts, candy-colored tights, and high-top sneakers. While for the latter image of highly feminine 

 
18 According to SM Entertainment production team leader Lee Sung Soo, “It’s true that ‘Red Light’ by f(x) was 
criticizing the Sewol ferry disaster.” IATFB. “f(x)’s “Red Light” was a criticism of the Sewol ferry disaster.” 
Asianjunkie, November 11, 2015, https://www.asianjunkie.com/2015/11/11/fxs-red-light-was-a-criticism-of-the-
sewol-ferry-disaster/. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
19 “f(x) 에프엑스 'Red Light' MV.” YouTube, uploaded by SMTOWN, July 2, 2014,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv-8-EgPEY0. Accessed March 15, 2020. 
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young woman, Sulli wears long brown curly hair, one-piece dress, and high heels. These two kinds of 

outfit both maximally expose her perfect body shape, especially her flawless long legs.  

Similar to f(x) and Sulli, KARA and Hara also went through a clear trajectory throughout their 

eleven comebacks. When Hara first joined KARA, the group was promoting a group image as lovely girl. 

The first three songs that Hara participated, “Rock U,” “Pretty Girl,” and “Honey,” all use simple lyrics 

illustrating the two themes of teenage girls: becoming confident, and desire for love. Lyrics include 

“Walk proudly anywhere (어디서나 당당하게 걷기),”20 and “I liked you so much that I turned into a 

 
20 See DSPmedia, “KARA - Pretty Girl M/V.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35eYHsrNGzc. Accessed March 
15, 2020. 
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fool (너무 좋아서 그랬어 바보 같이 나 변했어).”21 

 

Figure 17: Hara in "Honey"22 

In the promotion of these songs, Hara wears light-colored T-shirts, miniskirts, and sneakers. She 

often wears high ponytail to completely expose her iconic chubby cheek, which emphasize her cuteness. 

After the first three songs emphasizing teenage girl image, KARA then promoted five songs – 

“Wanna,” “Mr.,” “Lupin,” “Jumping,” and “Step”— to create a mature, dark and mysterious image of 

young woman. 

 
21 “KARA - Honey M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by DSPmedia, March 7, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_AQ7AkVzpM. Accessed March 15, 2020. 
22 Ibid. 
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KARA’s hit songs “Wanna,” “Mr.,” and “Jumping” are love songs that picture young women’s 

expectation of love. “Wanna” and “Mr.” tell stories about young women trying to catch the attention and 

express their loyalty to their loved ones. The representative lyrics are “Now look at me, Mister. I've been 

looking forward to it, Mister (이젠 날 봐바 mister 한참 바랬어 mister). ”23 

In addition to the three love songs, “Lupin” and “Step” express similar theme as “Pretty Girl” that 

young women should be confident and strong. For example, the chorus of “Lupin” contains message like 

“Go up high and have the world (높이 올라가 세상을 다 가져봐).”24 Hara’s make-up and outfit style 

change along with the change in concept of each song. To highlight the mature and dark image, Hara 

wears heavy eyelines and dark-colored costumes. High heels are utilized more frequently than before to 

 
23 “KARA - ミスター M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by DSPmedia, March 6, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2EQm6WPMHs. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
24 “KARA - 루팡(Lupin) M/V.” YouTube, uploaded by DSPmedia, March 7, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7TYiyEhxdI. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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stress her femininity.

 

Figure 18: Hara in "Lupin"25 

Since 2012, KARA went through another major change of their group image that they transformed 

into elegant grown-up women. Five songs–“Pandora,” “Run Away,” “Damaged Lady,” “Mamma Mia,” 

and “Cupid”–were released before KARA’s disbanding in 2016. All these five songs are centered around 

love of young adult women. 

“Pandora,” “Mamma Mia,” and “Cupid” focus on the young woman’s attraction to the man she 

loves, and her desire for being loved back. Lyrics include “Grab the secret inside of me (내 속 안에 있는 

 
25 Ibid. 
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비밀을 움켜줘),”26 “Think of me more than anyone else, serve me more like a queen (누구보다 나를 더 

생각해, 여왕처럼 나를 더 모실래).”27 

 

Figure 19: Hara in "Mamma Mia"28 

“Run Away” and “Damaged Lady” depict a woman who is heart-broken due to the failure of love, 

with lyrics like “I can't do this alone. There's only one thing I can't live with (나 혼자서 어떡해, 죽고 못 

사는 게 둘 중에 하나뿐인데).”29 

 
26 “KARA(카라) – PANDORA(판도라) Music Video.” YouTube, uploaded by DSP Kara, August 12, 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0XpNvLWimo. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
27 DSP Kara, “[MV] KARA(카라) _ Mamma Mia(맘마미아).” YouTube, uploaded by 1theK, August 17, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEAdE9wSqwg. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
28 Ibid. 
29 “카라_둘 중에 하나 (RUNAWAY by Kara@Mcountdown 2013.9.5).” YouTube, uploaded by Mnet K-POP, 
September 5, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnfOpPHbGUc. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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During this period, Hara represents a highly feminine young woman with outfits emphasizing her 

appearance and body shape. Hara is famous for her cute chubby face and her slender waist, which gives 

her a double-sided charm. Unlike in the early songs which emphasize her cuteness, Hara covers her 

cheeks with long hair to add to her femininity in later songs. Meanwhile, Hara’s outfits often expose her 

slender waist to a great extent. She frequently wears short rompers, low-rise pants, formal dresses, and 

high heels. These outfits make her a flawless beautiful figure that is attractive to female fans. 

After combing through the development of Sulli and Hara’s career as female idols, I find out what 

may have attracted female fans. On the one hand, several songs have the common theme of love. There 

are themes such as imagination of love, expectation of being loved back, joy of falling in love, and 

sadness because of love failure. No matter what specific theme is, love in the songs is a fantasy, which is 

romanticized, undetermined, and never consummated. In other words, love in the songs remains purely 

emotional that does not add to the burden of female fans but gives them a joyful fantasy to enjoy. 

On the other hand, the music videos create female idols as perfect women, which appeals to female 

fans and make them want to become. The images of female idols are relatively fixed and contains several 

typical characteristics. Take Sulli and Hara as an example. Their image is built up through auditory and 

visual experience. In auditory experience, their lyrics convey a specific attitude towards love, as is 

mentioned above, or towards the female growth, which encourages their fans.  

More importantly, the visual part of female idols is appealing to their fans. Through makeups, 

hairstyles, and outfits, female idols show their beautiful appearance and flawless body shape. For 

example, as is mentioned before, Sulli and Hara wear ponytails to present their pure and cute face. They 

also wear outfits that expose their perfect body shape, with emphasis on the long legs and the slender 

waist. Therefore, they provide a double-layer charm to represent both cute teenage girl and feminine 

young woman. According to Kim Yeran’s 2011 article in the Journal of Gender Studies, female idols are 

shaped “saliently mature and sensual in spite of their branding as ‘girls’” (Kim 339). What is noteworthy 

is that this exposure of skin is considered sexualized but not too erotic with the bare exposure of breast, 
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which fits into the moral standard in South Korean’s relatively conservative society. 30 

 

Figure 20: Transgression Dress31 

Therefore, the female idols set up an example of perfect women for their fans to consume and 

identify with. The question becomes: By consuming the love fantasy and the attractive female figure, 

what do the female fans obtain? 

 

 

Fantasy	as	a	Safe	Space	
To answer this question, it is important to first look into the word “fantasy.” According to The 

Language of Psycho-Analysis, the word “Phantasy (or Fantasy)” is “[an] imaginary scene in which the 

subject is a protagonist, representing the fulfillment of a wish (in the last analysis, an unconscious wish) 

in a manner that is distorted to a greater or lesser extent by defensive processes” (Laplanche and Pontalis 

 
30 In Epstein and Joo’s article, they mention a video clip “Cleavage Out, Legs In?”created by Razor TV. In this video 
clip, two women have different opinions about transgressive dress. The South Korean woman wearing shorts fits 
into the standard of the relatively conservative society. She exposes her legs to be sexy, but she does not seem erotic. 
She thinks the woman wearing low-cut top exposes too much skins and therefore is yahada, which means “how over 
the top” or “how trashy.” 
31 Luke Martin. “Transgression Dress.” The original link is no longer available. This image is quoted in Epstein and 
Joo’s article. 
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314). This definition is based on Freud’s discussion of fantasy which evokes “a distinction between 

imagination and reality (or perception)” (317). Therefore, for Freud, fantasy “presents a unique focal 

point” to observe the mediation between “the different psychical systems in vitro – to observe the 

mechanism or repression, or of the return of the repressed in action” (316-317). 

Desire, which “has its origin in the experience of satisfaction,” is closely related to fantasy (317). 

According to Freud, “if desire is articulated through fantasy, then fantasy, itself, is a mediator between the 

subject, and their wishes, and the negation of acting on their desires, in reality” (317).  

Individual has private experience of fantasy in mind. While in mass media, “the represented fantasy 

is a collective experience” (Brenner, “Fantasy (1)”). For example, in The Complete Film Dictionary, 

fantasy films are thought as “projections of human fears and desires, as objectified situations where both 

unconscious and conscious anxieties of the audience find release and satisfaction” (Konglgsberg 129).  

For K-pop, fantasy functions similarly for fans. Fantasy mediates the fantastic K-pop and the 

stressful social reality. Female fans purchase albums and same merchandises as their idols, listen to songs, 

watch music videos and stage performance, join fan clubs, and participate in fan events to maintain their 

identity as fans. All of these actions involve female fans in and strengthen their emotional attachment to 

the ideal world, which is the fantasy created in K-pop. Fans enjoy the imagined love and identify 

themselves with the perfect women image in the fantasy. This helps them project their desire of love, 

release their anxieties of perfect womanhood in reality, thus enabling them to escape from the oppression 

in real life at least temporarily and have a sense of satisfaction. 

The fantasy created in K-pop consists of two themes—love fantasy and ideal I. The love fantasy 

plays an important role in female fans’ consumption of popular culture. Jennifer Robertson does an 

analysis of the female Takarazuka fans of actresses who play male roles in revue in Japan. In particular, 

she writes about the same-sex crushes of the shōjo fans, who are the “girls and women between puberty 

and marriage” (Robertson 142). She borrows a term “space-off” from film theory to describe the function 

of shōjo fan organization, the members of which have the tendency of same-sex crushes towards the 

actresses.  
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Robertson writes, “these organizations function as a ‘space-off,’ or an interstitial space where new or 

unconventional configurations of everyday life achieve materiality and practical importance and where 

they may or may not affect the status quo” (175). This space-off enables shōjos to stay in a free and 

idealized love fantasy, therefore easing their anxiety of the high pressure of marriage. In other words, the 

space-off helps delay their entry into the role as a wife in a family, as well as their entry into the 

productive and reproductive economy. Moreover, because of the spontaneity of these fan organizations, 

the space-off is seemed to be women’s resisting to the pressure of the society. 

Similar to the shōjo fans in Robertson’s research, Leticia Andlauer analyzes the love fantasy in 

otome game which is targeted at female consumers. In the otome game, there is one heroine and several 

male characters for the heroine to choose from. By making choices at each stage of the storyline, “the 

player is empowered to take certain actions within the game world that will enable her to control her 

story” (Andlauer 173) and to write “the narrative through practices related to their own imagination” 

(174). Therefore, “the heroine—and so the player—has the power to control things in the relationships 

she is creating” (176) and this game “allows a fan to perform and embody her own self as a heroine in a 

fictional relationship” (177). 

Meanwhile, it is significant that the love relationships in the otome game are “riskless relationships 

with no physical or emotional entailments. In this kind of relationship, girls and women do not need to act 

like sexualized individuals” (177). Therefore, this game enables female players to “question norms about 

heterosexual love built by the culture in which they have been raised” (178). 

From the above two approaches, it is clear that popular culture can construct an alternative narrative 

of heterosexual love for female fans, compared with the love relationship in reality. In the revues and 

otome games, love is pure fantasy without sexuality, and does not require female fans to relate love to 

marriage and reproduction. More importantly, this love fantasy can be controlled entirely by the female 

consumers. Therefore, female fans release their pressure in reality about love in the love fantasy created 

in the revues and otome games. 
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The love fantasy created in K-pop also functions as a space-off for female fans, the same as that of 

revues and otome games. Female fans experience different aspects of love in K-pop songs, such as the 

imagination of love and expectation of being loved back, as is mentioned in the previous section. They do 

not worry about the result of love failure in reality but relieving their anxiety by listening to the songs that 

narrate the sadness of love failure. In addition, in the love fantasy created by K-pop songs, love is without 

obligation. It has nothing to do with marriage and reproduction in reality.  

However, these characteristics of love fantasy in K-pop do not mean that the fantasy is a false 

consciousness, because it relates closely to the reality. The fantasy is well designed to become opposite to 

the oppressive reality. Because of the huge difference between K-pop and reality, female consumers find 

the love fantasy as a temporary relief and escape from the reality, so that they could bear the stressful 

reality they live in. 

In the establishment of love fantasy, idols are significant because they perform songs that deliver the 

message of the love fantasy to female fans. In other words, for female fans who consume the music 

videos, idols are the representation of the love fantasy.  

Love is only part of the fantasy that female idols establish for their fans. Built up through the music 

videos, female idols also establish a fantasy of perfect women for their fans to consume and identify with. 

Therefore, they function as a mirror for female fans to self-identify. To look into this, it is important to 

revisit Jacques Lacan’s classical theory of the “mirror stage.” 

Lacan describes the mirror stage as a key period and an important turning point in the life history of 

a human child, where this infant’s self-identity is initially formed. In the mirror stage, usually from the 

age of 6 months to 18 months, the human child “who has not yet mastered walking, or even standing,” is 

“held tightly by some prop, human or artificial” in front of the mirror (Lacan 75-76). Through “a serious 

of gestures in which he playfully experiences the relationship between the movements made in the image 

and the reflected environment,” the child recognizes his “own body, and the persons and even things 

around him” (75), and fixes this image in his mind (76). The child raises his hands in front of the mirror 
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to make his image in the mirror move, thus acquiring an illusion of control over himself and other, which 

is an unprecedented power for a child who cannot act autonomously. 

According to Lacan, the mirror stage needs to be understood “in the context as an identification” 

(76). It is a “transformation that takes place in the subject when he assumes an image,” namely, the 

“imago” (76). The imago is “a subjective image of someone (esp. a parent) which a person has 

subconsciously formed, and which continues to influence his or her attitudes and behavior,”32 usually it is 

“idealized.”33  

Under the assumption of imago, the child “manifests in an exemplary situation in the symbolic 

matrix,” where the I is “precipitated in a primordial from prior to being objectified in the dialectic of 

identification with the other” and functions “as subject” (76). Therefore, the imago has to be called “the 

ideal I” (76). The ideal I “situates the agency known as the ego…in a fictional direction…that will only 

asymptotically approach the subject’s becoming,” and “must resolve…his discordance with his reality” 

(76). 

Therefore, Lacan concludes the function of mirror stage as “a particular case of the function of 

imagos, which is to establish a relationship between an organism and its reality—or, as they say, between 

the Innenwelt and the Umwelt” (78). To be more specific, the mirror stage is “a drama whose internal 

pressure pushes precipitously from insufficiency to anticipation…and to the finally donned armor of an 

alienating identity that will mark his entire mental development with its rigid structure” (78). Similar 

process repeats throughout a person’s life, consisting the self-identification model.  

Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage provides several important opinions about self-identification. The 

mirror stage is where self-identification emerges, under the premise of insufficiency. The child recognize 

himself by distinguishing himself from everything around him and obtain the fantasy that he/she owns 

 
32 “Imago.” Oxford English Dictionary. https://www-oed-
com.proxy.lib.duke.edu/view/Entry/91660?redirectedFrom=imago#eid. Accessed March 29, 2020 
33 “Imago.” Merriam-Webster. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/imago. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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everything. The ideal I—the image in the mirror—is assumed and anticipated, is a fictional and idealized 

“imago.” There is permanent discordance between the ideal I and the reality. 

 To apply Lacan’s theory in the K-pop female idols and their female fans, we could understand why 

fans love and identify with their idols. For fans, female idols function as the mirror. As is mentioned 

before, female idols represent a fantasy that includes imaginary love and perfect woman image. When 

fans consume the contents that idols provide, they stand in front of the “mirror” and recognize themselves 

in the fantasy around them. They relate and project themselves to the ideal women image and obtain an 

impression that they live in the fantasy world in the mirror. Put differently, fans obtain the fantasy that 

they could be perfect, and they own everything. 

Fans need this fantasy as a supplement to their “insufficiency,” which results from the huge pressure 

from the society. The society creates a standard for female and requires them to behave accordingly. This 

could be difficult to achieve and is highly stressful for female. By looking at the female idols and the 

fantasy they represent, female fans relieve their stress in reality and have pleasure in the sense that they 

could imagine what themselves could be like and what an ideal world could be like for them. 

After looking at the two themes of fantasy K-pop and their functions for female fans, it could be 

concluded that fantasy in K-pop is a mediation between K-pop and social reality. For female fans, fantasy 

is a kind of identification and immersion with K-pop’s songs and image to bring them pleasure. It also 

allows them to escape from the harsh demands of patriarchy, at least temporarily. 

In the creation of fantasy in K-pop, female idols are important, because they are the characters who 

participate in the establishment of the fantasy, and who represent this fantasy. Accordingly, female idols 

have to perform and maintain this perfect fantasy for fans. 

 

 

The	Broken	Fantasy	
However, as Lacan argues, there is an irreducible discordance between the reality and the ideal I. In 

the case of K-pop idols, they could not always maintain the fantasy. Even though idols are highly 
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commoditized, they are still human beings who have personal thoughts and private life. When they 

expose their true selves other than the required performance of fantasy, they draw criticism and attack for 

themselves. Hara and Sulli are two cases in point, both of whom were victims of mental health problems 

that resulted from cyberbullying. 

Hara was a victim of slut shame. In 2018, Hara was involved in a case with her ex-boyfriend Choi 

Jong-bum. Choi reported Hara for her violent harassment,34 while Hara claimed that the incident was a 

mutual assault.35 After Choi’s report, Hara sued Choi for his threat to release a sex video filmed without 

her consent.36 Later on, a shocking audio was released of a conversation between Hara and Choi, where 

Choi threatened to upload the sex video in order to destroy Hara’s career. Afterwards, a CCTV video was 

released, which recorded the violence that Choi committed to Hara.37 In August 2019, Choi was 

sentenced one year and six months in prison for domestic violence, property destruction, and his threat to 

 
34 김경민. “[SC 현장] "진실 밝힐것" 구하라, 남친폭행 혐의 첫 경찰조사(종합).” Sports Chosun, September 18, 
2018.http://sports.chosun.com/news/ntype.htm?id=201809190100157590012167&servicedate=20180918. Accessed 
March 29, 2020. 
35 정은란. “구하라 남자친구 상처, 성한 곳이 없다? ‘눈 아래도 약 4cm 상처’.” Seoul Wire, September 16, 
2018.http://www.seoulwire.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=26677. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
36 안태현. “[POP 이슈]검찰, 구하라 前 남자친구 최종범 1 심 판결 불복…항소장 제출.” Herald Corp, 
September 5, 2019 .http://pop.heraldcorp.com/view.php?ud=201909050914286820224_1. Accessed March 29, 
2020. 
37 Kamakshi, Nithya. “Korean singer Goo Hara sues ex-boyfriend for blackmailing with sex video.” International 
Business Times, October 5, 2018. https://www.ibtimes.sg/korean-singer-goo-hara-sues-ex-boyfriend-blackmailing-
sex-video-27654. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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upload the sex video.38

 

Figure 21: Hara's Lawsuit against Choi39 

Even though Choi was sentenced, the entire incident damaged Hara’s public image and mental 

health to a great extent. When Choi reported Hara, Hara’s public reputation was ruined immediately. 

Without sufficient investigation of the incident, Hara received a lot of negative comments online. When 

the later audio and video were released, public opinion started to reverse, but she was still slut shamed 

online because of the sex video news, regardless of the fact that she was the victim of a crime.40 Followers 

 
38 김예나. “가수 구하라 자택서 숨진 채 발견…경찰 "사인 조사 중"(종합).” Yonhap News, November 24, 2019, 
https://www.yna.co.kr/view/AKR20191124049951004?input=1195m. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
39 “K-pop singer Goo Hara, 28, found dead in her apartment on Sunday.” YouTube, uploaded by Arirang News, 
November 25, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucADkaDpnm0. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
40 “Goo Hara and the trauma of South Korea's spy cam victims.” BBC, November 28, 2019, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-50582338. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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on Instagram blamed Hara for appearing in a sex video, which did not fit her public image as a K-pop 

idol. 

In addition to Hara, Sulli was also victim of cyberbullying for various reasons related to her love and 

body. Sulli started to receive a large number of negative comments in 2014,41 when she temporarily left 

f(x) for health problem and started dating with Choiza, a rapper from Dynamic Duo.42 Sulli kept 

uploading photos about her dating on Instagram before her break-up with Choiza in 2017.43 The negative 

comments Sulli received were in two major aspects. On the one hand, when the dating started, Sulli was 

20 years old while Choiza was 34 years old. The 14-year-old age gap between the two was intolerable. On 

the other hand, dating was inappropriate for a female idol, let alone public dating. Sulli’s public dating 

challenged the taboo for female idols. 

 In the last few years of her life, Sulli was involved into more cyberbullying. The most long-lasting 

and serious criticism of Sulli was for her no bra photos and videos on Instagram. Her Instagram followers 

who left negative comments thought Sulli was meant to show off her body and intentionally arouse 

 
41 이혜리. “‘설리, 너 용서할 수 없다’ 안티로 돌변한 팬들 무섭다.” Kuki News, August 20, 2014, 
http://news.kukinews.com/news/article.html?no=219765. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
42 스포츠조선닷컴. “설리-최자 열애 공식 인정…소속사 ‘발전하고 있는 단계’.” Sports Chosun, August 19, 
2014, http://sports.chosun.com/news/ntype.htm?id=201408200100209870013373&servicedate=20140819. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
43 “설리-최자, 2 년 7개월 만에 결별.” YTN, March 6, 2017,  
https://www.ytn.co.kr/_ln/0106_201703062202554924. Accessed March 29, 2020. After breaking up with Choiza, 
Sulli deleted all of her dating photos and videos on Instagram. 
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jealousy and hatred from people who saw her posts. 

 

Figure 22: Sulli's No Bra Photo on Instagram44 

To respond these comments, Sulli talked frankly about her opinions regarding her insisting on no bra 

in a TV program named Night of Hate Comments.45 Sulli thought wearing bra or not is personal freedom. 

She argued that it is unhealthy and uncomfortable to wear a bra. Instead, she did not wear bra because no 

bra is natural and beautiful. Meanwhile, she considered a bra only as an accessory, which is not a 

necessity for her. Therefore, she determined whether she would wear a bra or not depended on her outfit 

on a certain occasion.  

 
44 Sulli. “jelly_jilli.” Instagram, July 3, 2019, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzctGSSh4oc/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
45 Rakuten Viki. Night of Hate Comments.Viki, https://www.viki.com/videos/1155589v-night-of-hate-comments-
episode-1. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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Besides her personal choice of no bra, Sulli also explained why she kept uploading no bra photos 

and videos on Instagram. Her intention was to break the prejudice of no bra and the stereotype of people 

who practice no bra. She wanted to convey a message that no bra is not a big issue, but a simple choice 

similar to wearing swimsuit in daily life. But her opinion was attacked by some of her followers on 

Instagram for conveying a dangerous message for women. 

Both Hara and Sulli broke the fantasy that they once participated to create. Instead, their “scandals” 

in reality raise several questions for the fantasy they created. In the love fantasy they create, women are 

depicted to have expectation of love, implement their love, and feel bad when losing love. In other words, 

they are allowed to love. However, Sulli’s dating in reality was intolerable because followers thought the 

dating did not fit into the figure of Sulli as an idol, who should never actually date. Therefore, the 

question is: Can women control whether they love or not? 

What is more intolerable is Hara’s sex tape scandal. Regardless of the fact that Hara was filmed 

without consent, people who criticized Hara focus on her appearance in a sex tape, which they think is 

immoral for women. This is opposite to the fact that K-pop music videos show highly sexualized bodies 

together with the innocent love. Here the question is: Is women’s sexuality allowed or denied? Who 

controls women’s desire of love? 

Similar to the sex tape scandal, Sulli’s no bra post was harshly criticized due to her exposure of 

breast. As is mentioned in the previous section, according to Epstein and Joo’s article, in the relatively 

conservative society of South Korea, the outfits which expose skin of breast are seemed as “transgressive 

dress” (Epstein and Joo 2). Both Hara and Sulli’s cases surrounding their body raise a question: Can 

women control their own body? If not, who controls female body?  

All of these questions point to the same question beneath the fantasy: What creates and defines the 

fantasy? What decides the standard for women in reality? There seems to be a huge system operating to 

create and determine the fantasy for female fans to consume, thus enabling them to sustain the stressful 

reality.  
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In the context of South Korean society, patriarchy could be a source of pressure for women. 

Patriarchy visibly determines its demand of production and reproduction economy for women to 

participate and regulates the moral standard of female to obey. Meanwhile, it invisibly defines the fantasy 

in K-pop to make it consistent with its demands in reality. The fantasy is well-designed for female fans to 

temporarily escape from the pressure in reality. And idols, in this process, help build up the fantasy and 

function as a representation of fantasy to keep the fantasy and reality co-exist. 

However, Sulli and Hara’s cases deliver a message that they do not want to help establish and 

maintain this fantasy anymore. Sulli’s dating shows that she has her personal thoughts about love, and she 

does not hesitate to practice her personal value. Also, Sulli seizes control of her body according to her 

personal thoughts. Her no bra style seems to challenge the standard of transgression and exceed the 

boundary between sexiness and pornography. Moreover, her practice of no bra is not a simply personal 

choice, but a message delivered to a large group of followers, especially female fans. Sulli’s continuous 

posts of no-bra photos motivate some of her fans to become supporters of no bra, which seems rebellious 

against the social demands. 

Similarly, Hara seizes control of her love and desire. Her case illustrates that in reality, love is not 

entirely innocent as K-pop describes but is bounded with desire. Love and desire truly exist but do not 

necessarily relate to the production and reproduction economy that patriarchy demands. Instead, the 

desire should be controlled by women themselves for their satisfaction. Therefore, Hara should not be 

blamed for the desire she naturally has and for the love she pursues. It is her boyfriend, who threatened 

her with her practice of her desire, that should be punished. In fact, after the exposure of the threat audio, 

women in South Korea launch protests to support Hara and to fight against the sex crime.  

Both of Sulli and Hara’s cases illustrate that women transgress themselves against the oppression in 

the patriarchal society. Women should seize control of their body, desire, and love according to the 

personal thoughts rather than the moralized womanhood which is defined and regulated by patriarchy.  

This is the reason why Sulli and Hara suffered from severe cyberbullying. For some people who 

have accepted the discipline of patriarchy, Sulli and Hara’s cases break their fantasy about the perfect 
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love and womanhood and make their self-identification collapse. For some other people who benefit from 

patriarchy, their fantasy about womanhood is broken as well. They cannot accept the fact that women can 

transgress the boundary that patriarchy regulates and can control their bodies, desires, love for 

themselves, which means women do not serve the production and reproduction economy in the 

patriarchal society. Both kinds of people attack Sulli and Hara out of their disappointment and fear, and 

with the intention of “correcting” them. 

 

 

Conclusion	
On October 14, 2019, Sulli’s agency SM Entertainment released their official statement on Sulli’s 

passing, “Please refrain from spreading speculative articles or rumors in respect of the bereaved’s family 

who are saddened by the sudden tragedy (갑작스러운 비보로 슬픔에 빠진 유가족 분들을 위해 루머 

유포나 추측성 기사는 자제해주시길 간곡하게 부탁드리며).”46 In November, Hara’s passing away 

again caused media to pay attention to her and her ex-boyfriend’s case. Many media attributed their 

suicide to mental health disorders, emphasizing the serious damage that cyber violence has done to them. 

Mental health problems resulting from cyberbullying is a factor that leads to the two tragedies. Mental 

health problem is far from sufficient. Agencies and media tried to reduce these two suicides to personal 

tragedies and tried no to discover the root cause of these two tragedies. 

Can their tragedies be reduced to personal tragedies? The answer to this question is a definite “No.” 

Reducing the suicides to personal tragedies is a way to escape from revealing the systematic problems 

beneath the K-pop industry. Instead, these two suicides should be observed as a reminder of the 

coexisting reality and fantasy. Before, Sulli and Hara function as the representation of the fantasy and 

maintain the fantasy for their female fans to temporarily flee from the stressful reality. However, their 

 
46이다겸. “SM “설리, 우리 곁 떠났다...믿기지 않고 비통할 따름”(공식입장 전문).” Star Today, October 14, 
2019, https://www.mk.co.kr/star/hot-issues/view/2019/10/830110/. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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unwillingness to continue maintaining the fantasy and their suicides interrupt the fantasy completely and 

reminds people that they live in reality, in the sense that Sulli and Hara themselves also suffer from the 

stress from reality as their followers. 

Their tragedies should be seen as a statement to the public that they have made last attempts refusing 

to participate in the fantasy world, and they have tried their best to challenge the systematical oppression. 

What should be learned from them is that there exist larger problems beneath K-pop industry and in the 

society.  

There are more questions beyond Sulli and Hara’s suicides. Sulli and Hara’s tragedies remind me of 

another suicide committed by former K-pop star Jong-hyun, who was a member of the boy group 

SHINee.47 Jong-hyun’s death in 2017 left the entire industry and the public shock and sorrow. As a well-

known male idol and a successful singer-song writer, Jong-hyun surprisingly had depression for a long 

time. He did not confess his depression to people until two days before his death.48  

Similar to Sulli, Hara, and Jong-hyun, an increasing number of idols in K-pop industry suffer from 

mental health problems, regardless of their genders. I would like to ask: Why do mental health problems 

frequently happen to idols? Where does their high pressure come from? There exist systemic problems 

under the seemingly sunny and cheerful K-pop. What are the systematical problems other than the 

pressure of patriarchy? In addition, what can people do to prevent similar tragedies? Further research 

could focus on these questions and find answers through ethnographical work on agencies, idols and fans. 

 

 
47 이광효. “샤이니 종현,레지던스서 숨진채 발견.."방 안에는 연기가 가득.” Aju News, December 19, 2017, 
https://www.ajunews.com/view/20171218220832781. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
48 윤상근. “경찰 ‘샤이니 종현, 사망 이틀전 누나에 우울증 호소’.” Star News, December 18, 2017, 
https://star.mt.co.kr/stview.php?no=2017121820074391346. Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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Epilogue 
K-pop is highly fan-based; therefore, it becomes highly visualized and fantastic. For fans to stream 

and upload contents, agencies make K-pop music highly visualized and keep innovating. For fans to 

release their pressure in real life, idols create and represent a fantasy. In short, agencies and idols are for 

fans and address fans’ needs. 

However, from another direction, the concept of “fan” requires certain kinds of investment, such as 

time in endless streaming, and the projection of oneself in the fantastic world. In other words, as the CNN 

report points out, becoming a dedicated fan “can mean a lot of work” and “self-assumed 

responsibilities.”1 Because of this, I reflect on myself. I am not an active K-pop fan, who participates in 

the reproduction and spread of desire which helps K-pop expand. My self-identification as a “K-pop fan” 

does not involve much physical or emotional labor. 

There are definitely more categories of fans than the kinds I discuss in this paper. I wonder for 

different fans, what does K-pop mean to them? And how do they take part in the circulation of K-pop? 

Future research can apply an ethnographical method to address the diverse fandom of K-pop both 

domestic and international, both inside and outside Asia 

In addition, in this thesis I do not touch upon the relationship between idols and agencies. Agencies 

no doubt produce and manage idols. From the idols’ perspective, what is their relationship with their 

agencies? Is their relationship also dynamic? And what role might agency pressure have played in the 

suicides? 

 

 
1 Seo, Yoojung, and Hollingsworth, Julie. “BTS’ army of admirers: Inside one of the world’s most powerful 
fandoms”. CNN, October 12, 2019, https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/12/asia/bts-fandom-army-intl-hnk/index.html. 
Accessed March 29, 2020. 
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